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Disclaimer 

•  This talk presents the opinions of the author. It 
does not necessarily reflect the views of Yahoo! 
Inc. or any other entity. 

•  Algorithms, techniques, features, etc. mentioned 
here might or might not be in use by Yahoo! or 
any other company. 

•  Certain material shown in this presentation is 
taken from the Web. References are provided to 
such material in the last slide of the presentation. 



Yahoo! Research Barcelona 

•  Research topics 
–  data mining 
–  systems 
–  social media 
–  web search 

•  Web search 
–  multi-site web search 
–  caching in search engines 
–  query processing efficiency 
–  web crawling 



Outline of the Lecture 

•  Part I (35 min.): Motivation 
•  Part II (60 min.): Overview of techniques 
•  Part III (60 min.): Selected techniques 

–  early exit optimizations for machine-learned ranking  
–  query forwarding in multi-site web search engines 
–  energy-price-driven multi-site query processing 

•  Part IV (10 min.): Research opportunities 



Part I: Motivation 



Brief History of Search Engines 

•  Past"
-  Before browsers"

-  Gopher"
-  Before the bubble"

-  Altavista"
-  Lycos"
-  Infoseek"
-  Excite"
-  HotBot"

-  After the bubble"
-  Yahoo"
-  Google"
-  Microsoft"

•  Current"
•  Global"

•  Google, Bing"
•  Regional"

•  Yandex, Baidu"

•  Future"
•  Facebook ?"
•  …"



Objectives in Web Search 

•  User perspective: to get the most relevant pages as fast as possible 
•  Search engine perspective: to maximize the profit! 



Web Search Problem 

•  Web search problem is a sorting problem! 

daylight saving 

example query 

giant squid 

barla cambazoglu test 

sun energy miracle 

good Indian restaurant 

Honda CRX Yahoo research 

my horoscope 

SIGIR conference deadline 

test drive 

download mp3 

honey 

facebook 

user queries the Web 

good Indian restaurant 

f (good Indian restaurant) 



•  Actors in Web search 
–  web pages 
–  users 
–  queries 
–  search engines 

•  Web pages 
–  today, there are more than 130 million Web servers 
–  Web is the largest data repository (estimated as 100 billion pages) 
–  well-connected graph with out- and in-link power law distributions 

•  Users 
–  diverse in terms of their culture, education, and demographics 
–  little patience (few queries posed & few answers seen) 

Web Search 



•  Queries 
–  very short (inherent to users or due to the query language?) 
–  different goals 

-  navigational 
-  informational 
-  transactional 

•  Search engines 
–  indexes typically contain terabytes of data 
–  hundreds of millions of queries are served every day (thousands of 

queries per second) 
–  a query must be evaluated under several hundred ms 
–  massive hardware infrastructures 

Web Search 



Why So Challenging? 

•  The dynamics of the Web 
–  large variety of content types 
–  exponential growth 
–  continuous change 
–  malicious intent (spam) 



Why So Challenging? 

•  Effectiveness requirements 
–  high availability 
–  less spam, malware 
–  high relevance 

•  Efficiency requirements 
–  high query throughput 
–  low response latency 



Impact of Performance Optimizations 

•  Improved efficiency"
-  increased query throughput"
-  reduced query response time"

•  Improved effectiveness"
-  more documents can be scored"
-  more costly but accurate ranking systems can be afforded"

•  Reduction in financial costs"
-  less hardware is needed"
-  less energy is consumed"
-  lower electricity bill"



Data Centers 

•  Effectiveness and efficiency requirements require vast amounts 
of compute resources, i.e., very large data centers 

•  Large-scale search engines have multiple data centers 
•  High variation in data center sizes 

-  hundreds of thousands of computers 
-  a few computers 



Data Centers 

•  Data center facilities are heavy consumers of energy, accounting for 
between 1.1% and 1.5% of the world’s total energy use in 2010. 

•  Department of Energy estimates that data center facilities consume up 
to 100 to 200 times more energy than standard office buildings. 



Data Center Design 



Data Center Design 

•  Five primary areas on which to focus energy efficient data 
center design best practices. 
-  information technology (IT) systems 
-  environmental conditions 
-  air management 
-  cooling systems 
-  electrical systems 



Financial Costs 

•  Costs 
–  depreciation: old hardware need to be replaced 
–  maintenance: failures need to be handled 
–  operational: energy spending need to be reduced 



Emission Rates 

•  Carbon emission rates 
–  cap per country 
–  cap per company 

•  The U.S. federal government 
has set a minimum 10% 
reduction target for data center 
energy usage by 2011 



Algorithmic Optimizations 

•  The efficiency of algorithms has an impact on the amount of computer 
resources required for any given computing function and there are 
many efficiency trade-offs. 

•  It is estimated that the average Google search releases 7 grams of 
carbon dioxide. Google argues that a typical search produces only 
0.2 grams of carbon dioxide. 

•  Windows 7 + Office 2010 require 70 times more memory (RAM) than 
Windows 98 + Office 2000 to write exactly the same text or send 
exactly the same e-mail than 10 years ago. 



Impact of Resource Usage on Revenue 



Part II: Background 



Components in a Search Engine 

•  Indexing •  Query processing •  Web crawling 



Search Engine Architectures 

•  Based on complexity 
-  single computer setting 
-  single cluster setting 
-  single site setting 
-  multi-site setting 



Single Computer Setting 



Single Cluster Setting 



Multiple Cluster Setting 



Multi-site Setting 



Web Crawling 



Web Crawling 

•  Web crawling is the process of locating, fetching, and storing 
the pages on the Web 

•  The computer programs that perform this task are referred to 
as Web crawlers or spiders 

•  A typical Web crawler 
–  starts from a set of seed pages, 
–  locates new pages by parsing the downloaded seed pages, 
–  extracts the hyperlinks within, 
–  stores the extracted links in a fetch queue for retrieval,  
–  continues downloading until the fetch queue gets empty or a 

satisfactory number of pages are downloaded. 



Web Crawling 



Quality Metrics 

•  Coverage: the percentage of the Web discovered or 
downloaded by the crawler 

•  Freshness: measure of out-datedness of the local copy of a 
page relative to the page’s original copy on the Web 

•  Page importance: percentage of important or popular pages 
in the repository. 

•  Throughput: download rate in bytes per second 



External Factors 

•  The Web 
–  growth 
–  change 

•  Web sites 
–  hostile sites (e.g., spider traps, infinite domain name generators) 
–  spam sites (e.g., link farms) 
–  sites with restricted content (e.g., robot exclusion),  
–  unstable sites (e.g., variable host performance, unreliable networks) 
–  deleted pages (e.g., custom 404 handling) 
–  geolocation of sites 



Implementation Issues 

•  Politeness 
–  servers 
–  networks 

•  Multi-threading 
•  Data structures 

–  queue of the URLs to be downloaded  
–  list of the URLs seen 
–  local DNS cache 
–  cache of robots.txt files 

•  Duplicate detection 
–  near duplicates 
–  mirror sites 



Web Crawling Architectures 

•  Sequential 
–  single computer 
–  not scalable in terms of CPU, RAM, and disk 

•  Parallel 
–  multiple computers, single data center 
–  not scalable in terms of network 

•  Geographically distributed 
–  multiple computers, multiple data centers 
–  scalable, but has overheads 



Geographically Distributed Web Crawling 

•  Higher crawling throughput 
-  geographical proximity 
-  low latency 

•  Improved network politeness 
-  less overhead on routers 

•  Resilience to network partitions 
-  better coverage 

•  Increased availability 
-  continuity of business 

•  Better coupling with distributed indexing/search 
-  reduced data migration 



Geographically Distributed Web Crawling 

•  Four crawling countries 
-  US 
-  Brazil 
-  Spain 
-  Turkey 

•  Eight target countries 
-  US, Canada 
-  Brazil, Chile 
-  Spain, Portugal 
-  Turkey, Greece 



Indexing 



Inverted Index 

•  Indexing is the process of converting crawled web documents into an 
efficiently searchable form 

•  An inverted index is a representation for the document collection over 
which user queries will be evaluated 

•  Alternatives 
–  signature files 
–  suffix arrays 

•  An index has two parts 
–  a set of inverted lists 

•  a set posting entries 
–  document id 
–  word score 
–  word positions 

–  an index into these lists 



Inverted Index 

A sample document collection 

Doc id  Text              
 1   Pease porridge hot 
 2   Pease porridge cold 
 3   Pease porridge in the pot 
 4   Pease porridge hot, pease porridge not cold 
 5   Pease porridge cold, pease porridge not hot 
 6   Pease porridge hot in the pot 



Inverted Index 

<6,1> 

cold 

hot 

in 

not 

pease 

porridge 

pot 

the 

<1,1> <2,1> <3,1> <4,2> <5,2> 

Dictionary 

<2,1> <4,1> 

<1,1> <4,1> <5,1> <6,1> 

<3,1> <6,1> 

<4,1> <5,1> 

<6,1> <1,1> <2,1> <3,1> <4,2> <5,2> 

<3,1> <6,1> 

<3,1> <6,1> 

Inverted Lists 

<5,1> 



Index Construction 

•  Possible options for creating an index 
-  incremental indexing 
-  merge-based index construction 
-  batch mode index construction 

-  equivalent to taking the transpose of a matrix 
-  in-memory techniques do not work well with web-scale data 

•  Batch mode index construction 
–  documents are read into the memory sequentially 
–  their terms are extracted 
–  an inverted list is constructed for each term 
–  once the memory is full, the lists are flushed to the disk 
–  a multi-way merge algorithm is used to merge the inverted lists 



Indexing 

•  Quality objectives 
-  rich features 
-  less spam 
-  less duplicates 

•  Performance objectives 
-  short deployment cycles 
-  fast index updates 
-  high compactness 

•  Issues 
-  compression 
-  doc id reassignment 
-  maintenance 

•  Additional data structures 
-  positions lists 
-  document feature array 



Within a Cluster of Computers 

•  Indexing on a single computer is not scalable in terms of query 
processing time or even storage 

•  Hadoop/MapReduce 



Inverted Index Partitioning 

•  There are two possible methods for partitioning an index 
–  Term-based partitioning 

–  T inverted lists are distributed across P processors 
–  each processor is responsible for processing the postings of a 

mutually disjoint subset of inverted lists assigned to itself 
–  single disk access per query term 

–  Document-based partitioning 
–  N documents are distributed across P processors 
–  each processor is responsible for processing the postings of a 

mutually disjoint subset of documents assigned to itself 
–  multiple disk accesses per query term 



Term-Based Index Partitioning 
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Document-Based Index Partitioning 
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Comparison 

  I/O time: 
Longer inverted lists. The I/O time depends 
on the size of the longest posting entry. 

  I/O time: 
Shorter inverted lists. Hence, the resulting I/O 
time could be less. 

  Load distribution: 
The parallelism is limited by number of terms 
in the query. 

  Load distribution: 
Though there are more disk accesses, they 
are concurrent. 

  Number of disk accesses: 
Fewer disk accesses: for a given term, there 
is only a single disk access. 

  Number of disk accesses: 
More disk accesses: the number of inverted 
list accesses for a given term is equal to the 
number of disks containing the inverted lists. 

  Disk space consumption: 
Less space consumption since the index file 
is partitioned. 
Unbalanced disk space consumption. 

  Disk space consumption: 
More space consumption since the index file 
has to be replicated. 
Balanced disk space consumption. 

Term-based partitioning"Document-based partitioning"



In Practice 

•  The state-of-the-art is document-based partitioning 
•  Simpler to build and update 
•  Low inter-query-processing concurrency, but good load balance 
•  Low throughput, but high response time 
•  High throughput is achieved by replication 
•  Easier to maintain 
•  More fault tolerant 



Within a Data Center 

•  Replicated •  Pruned •  Federated •  Tiered 



Across Data Centers 

•  Replicated •  Partitioned •  Centralized 



Query Processing 



Query Processing 

•  Query processing is the problem of generating the best-
matching answers (typically, top 10 documents) to a given 
user query, spending the least amount of time 

•  Many features 
–  term statistics (e.g., BM25) 
–  term proximity 
–  link analysis (e.g., PageRank) 
–  spam detection 
–  click data 
–  search session analysis 
–  social media 



Query Processing 

•  Quality objectives 
-  high precision 
-  high recall 
-  result diversity 
-  informative snippets 
-  personalization 

•  Performance objectives 
-  high throughput 
-  low response latency 



Within a Single Computer 



Ranking 

•  Document matching 
-  AND mode 
-  OR mode 

•  Inverted list organization 
-  doc-id sorted 
-  frequency sorted 

•  Traversal order 
-  term-at-a-time 
-  document-at-a-time 

•  In practice 
-  AND mode 
-  doc-id sorted 
-  document-at-a-time 



Within a Search Cluster 



Within a Data Center 

•  Multiple node types 
-  frontend, broker, master, child 



Across Data Centers 

•  Features 
-  partitioned index 
-  partial document replication 
-  selective query forwarding 



•  On a single computer 
-  not scalable in terms of 

response time 
-  issues 

-  early termination 
-  list caching 

-  query degradation 
-  bot detection 

Performance Issues 

•  In a single data center 
-  large search clusters  

(low response time) 
-  replicas of clusters    

(high query throughput) 
-  not scalable in terms of 

network latency 
-  issue 

-  finding optimum 
resource allocation •  Across multiple data centers 

-  scalable, but has overheads 
-  issues 

-  query forwarding 
-  search site placement 



Part IV: Caching 



Caching 

•  Storing most frequently/recently accessed data or precomputed 
information in small but fast storage 



Caching 

•  Skewed distribution"
–  query frequency"
–  query inter-arrival times"

•  Objectives 
–  to reduce the workload"
–  to reduce the response latency"



Caching 

•  Types of caches 
-  static: based on the frequency of requests 
-  dynamic: based on the recency of requests 

•  Techniques 
-  admission: which entries should be allowed into the cache 
-  prefetching: which entries should cached before requested 
-  eviction: which entries need to be removed from the cache 
-  refreshing: which entries need to be recomputed 



Result Cache Freshness 

•  Result caches in web search engines"
–  infinite capacity"
–  time-to-live (TTL)"
–  continuous updates"
–  staleness problem"

•  Freshness techniques"
–  cache invalidation"
–  proactive refreshing"

–  variation in daily query traffic"
–  idle cycles"



Production System 



Part III: Performance Optimizations 



Selected Optimization Techniques 

•  Query processing can be parallelized at different granularities 
-  parallelization within a processing core 
-  multi-threading within a search node 
-  parallelization within a search cluster 
-  replication within a data center 
-  geographically distributed 

•  Selected techniques 
-  early exit optimizations for machine-learned ranking  
-  query forwarding in multi-site web search engines 
-  energy-price-driven multi-site query processing 



Early Exit Optimizations for machine Learned Ranking 



Outline 

•  Problem definition"

•  Heuristics"

•  Performance evaluation"



Ranking Architecture 

•  Motivation for improvements"
–  efficiency can be improved"

•  increased query throughput"
•  reduced query response time"

–  reduction in hardware costs"
–  relevance can be improved"

•  more documents can scored by the 
more accurate ranking system"

•  more costly but accurate ranking 
systems can be afforded"

•  We consider a three-level ranking architecture"



Additive Ranking Systems 

•  A chain of machine learned scorers, where each scorer 
contributes a little to the final score of a document"

•  Expensive"
–  1000*10*100 = around 1 million 

comparisons per query and per node"
–  around 1 billion comparison for the 

entire search cluster"

•  Assuming"
–  1000 trees"
–  an average tree depth of 10"
–  100 documents scored per query"
–  1000 search nodes"



Early Exit Problem 

•  Problem: given a constraint on the run time, minimize the relevance loss due to early exits"
•  Alternative: given a constraint on the allowed relevance loss, minimize the run time"
•  Alternative 2: optimize both relevance and run time together as a combined objective"

•  Idea: place functions between scorers to predict during scoring whether a 
document will enter into final top k and quit scoring of documents accordingly"

•  Observations"
–  document relevance follows a skewed distribution"
–  most users view only the first few results pages"



Traversal Order 

•  Document-ordered traversal (DOT)"
–  scores are computed one document at a time over all scorers"
–  an iteration of the outer loop produces the complete score information for a partial 

set of documents"

•  Disadvantages 
–  poor branch prediction because a different scorer is used in each inner loop 

iteration 
–  poor cache hit rates in accessing the data about scorers (because of the 

same reason) 



Traversal Order 

•  Scorer-ordered traversal (SOT)"
–  scores are computed one score at a time over all documents"
–  an iteration of the outer loop produces the partial score information for the 

complete set of documents"

•  Disadvantages"
–  memory requirement (the feature vectors for all documents need to be kept in 

memory)"
–  poor cache hit rates in accessing features as a different document is used in 

each inner loop iteration"



Early Exit Heuristics 

•  All early exit heuristics have offline-computed thresholds"
•  These thresholds determine early exits during the online computation"
•  Heuristics are named based on the thresholds"

•  Heuristics"
–  EST: exits with score thresholds"
–  ECT: exits with capacity thresholds"
–  ERT: exits with rank thresholds"
–  EPT: exits with proximity thresholds"



EST: Exits Based on Score Thresholds 

•  We early exit a document based on a comparison between the document 
score accumulated so far and an offline-computed score threshold 

•  That is, at an exit position, all documents below a certain score threshold F 
are killed 

•  This heuristic may lead to poor exit decisions because distribution of scores 
is different for every query 



ECT: Exits Based on Capacity Thresholds 

•  At every exit position, we use a maximum score heap with a certain capacity 
•  Documents are unconditionally inserted into the heap until it is full 
•  Afterwards, documents are eliminated via comparisons between their current 

scores and the minimum score in the heap 
•  The order in which documents are scored is very important 



ERT: Exits Based on Rank Thresholds 

•  Having the complete ranking after a scorer is quite valuable 
•  Early exits are performed based on comparisons between the current document 

ranks and an offline set rank threshold r 
•  Documents with a rank above r are allowed for further scoring; the rest are killed 
•  Linear-time selection algorithm can be used to find the score of the document 

with rank r 



EPT: Exits Based on Proximity Thresholds 

•  We fix the document at rank k as the pivot document 
•  We keep scoring documents that are within a certain score proximity sp of 

the pivot 
•  Only the documents at first k ranks and those with a score less than score

[pivot]+sp are continued to be scored 



Experimental Setup 

•  7400 queries are randomly and uniformly sampled from the Yahoo! 
query logs"

•  To form a ground truth, the top 20 documents computed without any 
early exits are obtained. These documents are dubbed “target 
documents”. Any target document which is eliminated by early exits 
is said to be missed."

•  Documents are evaluated over a machine learned ranking system 
based on gradient boosted decision trees, composed of 1200 
scorers."

•  Reported values are averages over all queries."



Behavior of Scores and Ranks 

•  High score variation at early scorers"
•  Scores stabilize very quickly as the number of scorers increases"
•  Average rank of a target document stabilizes faster than the 

maximum rank"



Performance 

•  Number of early exited documents" •  Number of target documents missed"



Performance 

•  Number of scorers executed" •  Performance trade-off"



Performance Comparison 

•  Thresholds"
–  st[] = {1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0}"
–  ct[] = {100, 50, 30, 20}"
–  rt[] = {100, 50, 30, 20}"
–  pt[] = {0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1}"

•  Early exit positions"
–  p1[1..4] = {40, 340, 620, 920} "
–  p2[1..4] = {40, 160, 400, 740}"
–  p3[1..4] = {40, 80, 240, 600}"
–  p4[1..4] = {40, 60, 160, 460}"

•  Performance "
–  EPT > ECT > ERT > EST"

•  EPT leads to almost 4 times 
speedup without any 
relevance loss w.r.t. the full 
score computation"



Query Forwarding in Geographically Distributed Search Engines 



Outline 

•  Background"
–  geographically distributed web search"
–  query forwarding problem"

•  Main contribution: LP-based thresholding algorithm"

•  Performance evaluation"
–  thresholding algorithm"
–  partial document replication"
–  result caching"
–  further optimizations"

•  Conclusions"
–  potential applications and extensions"

•  Related work"



Multi-site Web Search Architecture 

Key points"
-  multiple, regional data 

centers (sites)"
-  user-to-center 

assignment"
-  local web crawling"
-  partitioned web index"
-  partial document 

replication"
-  query processing with 

selective forwarding"



Potential Benefits 

•  Web crawling"
–  better web coverage"
–  better page freshness"

•  Query response times"
–  low user-to-center latency"

•  Operational costs"
–  maintenance"
–  local indexing"
–  reduced query workload"

•  Result quality"
–  faster web crawling"
–  more complex ranking"
–  less query degradation"



Query Processing 

•  Local query response time "
–  2 × user-to-site latency"
–  local processing time"

•  Forwarded query response time"
–  local query response time"
–  2 × site-to-site latency"
–  non-local query processing time"



Query Forwarding Problem 

•  Problem"
–  selecting a subset of non-

local sites which the query 
will be forwarded to "

•  Objectives"
–  reducing the loss in search 

quality w.r.t. to evaluation 
over the full index"

–  reducing average query 
response times and/or 
query processing workload"

•  This work"
–  no false negatives"
–  objective: decreasing false 

positives (increasing locally 
processed queries)"



Idea and Assumptions 

•  Idea"
–  set an upper bound on the top score an online query can achieve on a non-

local site by using the scores of some offline queries previously computed on 
that site"

–  decide whether a query should be forwarded to a site based on the 
comparison between the locally computed kth score and the siteʼs upper 
bound for the query"

•  Assumptions"
–  AND mode of query processing"
–  document score is computed simply summing query term weights (e.g., BM25)"
–  we have the top scores for a set of offline queries stored on all non-local sites"
–  a query should be forwarded to any site with potential to contribute at least one 

result to the global top k!



Algorithm 



Algorithm 



Linear Programming Formulation 



Offline Query Generation 

•  Offline query sets 
–  document collection 

•  D1: vocabulary 
•  D2: all possible term pair combinations in the collection vocabulary 

–  query log 
•  Q1: vocabulary 
•  Q2: term pairs in train queries 

•  Tested combinations 
–  Q1 
–  D1 
–  Q1∪Q2 
–  D1∪Q2 
–  D1∪D2 
–  Oracle 



Experimental Setup 

•  Simulations via a very detailed simulator"
•  Data center locations"

–  scenarios:"
•  low latency (Europe): UK, Germany, France, Italy, Spain"
•  high latency (World): Australia, Canada, Mexico, Germany, Brazil"

–  assumed the data centers are located on capital cities"
–  assumed that the queries are issued from the five largest city in the country"

•  Document collection"
–  randomly sampled 200 million documents from a large Web crawl"
–  a subset of them are assigned to a set of sites using a proprietary classifier"

•  Query log"
–  consecutively sampled about 50 million queries from Yahoo! query logs"
–  queries are assigned to sites according to the front-ends they are submitted to"
–  first 3/4 of the queries is used for computing the thresholds; remaining 1/4 is 

used for evaluating performance"



Latency Computations 

•  Used the speed of light on copper 
wire (200,000 km/s) and bird-fly 
distances between points"

•  Computed real-life latency values 
between a number of available sites"

•  Obtained a mapping between the 
predicted and measured values 
through regression (y=8.239+1.983x)"

•  Corrected predictions by this mapping"



Locality of Queries 

•  Regional queries"
–  most queries are regional"
–  Europe: about 70% of 

queries appear on a 
single search site"

–  World: about 75% of 
queries appear on a 
single search site"

•  Global queries"
–  Europe: about 15% of 

queries appear on all five 
search sites"

–  World: about 10% of 
queries appear on all five 
search sites"



Performance of the Thresholding Algorithm 

•  Local queries"
–  about a quarter of queries can be 

processed locally (D1-Q2)"
–  10% increase over the baseline"
–  oracle algorithm can achieve 40%"

•  Average query response times"
–  Europe: 120ms–180ms"
–  World: 240ms–450ms"



Performance of the Thresholding Algorithm 

•  Fraction of queries that are answered under a certain response time"
–  Europe: around 95% under 400ms"
–  World: between 45%–65% under 400ms"



Performance of the Thresholding Algorithm 

•  Average number of non-local sites contacted"
–  Baseline: ~3 sites"
–  D1–Q2: ~2.5 sites"
–  Oracle: ~1.5 sites"



Performance of the Thresholding Algorithm 

•  Query processing workload relative to a centralized architecture"
–  Europe: ~16% reduction (using D1–Q2)"
–  World: ~20% reduction (using D1–Q2)"



Partial Replication and Result Caching 

•  Replicate a small fraction of docs"
–  prioritize by access frequencies"
–  prioritize by frequency/cost ratios"

•  Result cache"
–  increase in local query rates: 

~35%–45%"
–  hit rates saturate quickly with 

increasing TTL"



Impact of Replication on Workload 

•  Europe"
–  optimum: ~1%–2%"
–  gain: ~18%"

•  World"
–  optimum: 2%–4%"
–  gain: ~15%"

•  More sophisticated replication algorithms "
•  Assuming oracle query forwarding"



Impact of Replication on Response Latency 

•  Europe"
–  optimum: ~2%–4%"
–  gain: ~90  ms"

•  World"
–  optimum: 2%–4%"
–  gain: ~40 ms"

•  More sophisticated replication algorithms "
•  Assuming oracle query forwarding"



Further Optimizations 



Energy-Price-Driven Query Processing in Multi-site Web Search Engines 



Outline 

•  Motivation"

•  Problem definition"

•  Algorithm"

•  Experimental setup"

•  Experimental results"



Multi-Site Search Engine 



Multi-Site Search Engine 



Multi-Site Search Engine 

Query 



Multi-Site Search Engine 

Query 

Result 



Motivation 

•  Motivation behind this kind of query forwarding"
-  variations in the query workload of data centers"
-  spatial energy price variations"
-  temporal energy price variations"



Example 



Spatio-Temporal Query Workload Variation 



Spatial Price Differences 



Temporal Price Differences 



Problem Definition 

0 Timeline 



Problem Definition 

Minimize financial cost 

Response time constraint 

Workload constraint 



Query Degradation 

Response time constraint 

Query degradation rate 



Query Overflow 

Workload constraint 

Query overflow Rate 

= 

Realized workload 



Estimating Workloads 

0 
Timeline Current time 

0 Timeline Current time 



Algorithm 

Remote centers 

 ̀

? 
Local center 

User query 



Generating Probabilities 

A 

D 

C 

B 

Remote centers 

 ̀

Local center 
User 
query 

w.p. pA(A) 

w.p. pA(C) 



Generating Probabilities 

  Estimated workloads 

  Current energy prices 

  Capacities 



Generating Probabilities 

•  Estimated workloads 

•  Current energy prices 

•  Capacities 



Generating Probabilities 

•  Estimated workloads 

•  Current energy prices 

•  Capacities 



Electricity Price Setups 



Experimental Results 

  Spatial price variation 
correlates better with 
spatio-temporal price 
variation 



Experimental Results 

  We set r to infinite 

  PC-U: no forwarding 

  PC-U: almost all queries 
can be answered under 
400 ms 

  Others: almost all queries 
can be answered under 
800ms and only 5% 
cannot be answered under 
400ms 



Experimental Results 

  Assuming PC-T 

  r = 800 ms 

  Local time of the data center 
processing the query 

  Positive correlation between the 
saving and the query forwarding 
rate 

  Negative correlation between the 
saving and the electricity price 

  What happens at 17:00? 



Experimental Results 

  Assuming PC-S 

  r = 800 ms 

  More data center pairs are 
active when r = 800 ms 
than when r = 400 ms 

  Why distant data center 
pairs contribute more to 
the saving? 



Experimental Results 

  Increased savings with 
larger response time limit 

  PC-ST > PC-S > PC-T 
when (r = ∞) 

  About 35% saving with 
the PC-ST configuration 



Part IV: Research Opportunities 



Web Partitioning 



Passive URL Discovery 

•  URL discovery by external agents 
-  toolbar logs 
-  email 
-  Internet messenger logs 

•  Benefits 
-  improved coverage 
-  real-time content 
-  reduced energy cost 



Network Feedback for Content Popularity  

•  Traditional features 
-  statistical analysis 
-  link analysis 
-  proximity 
-  spam 
-  clicks 
-  session analysis 

•  A new feature 
-  network feedback 



Financial Perspective of Caching 

•  Past works optimize 
-  hit rate 
-  backend workload 

•  We need to optimize 
financial cost 
-  result degradation 
-  staleness 
-  current query traffic 
-  peak sustainable traffic 
-  current energy cost 



Green Search Engines 

•  Goal: Reduce the carbon footprint of the search engine 

•  Web crawling 
-  crawl web sites when they are consuming green energy 
-  crawl web sites consuming green energy more often 

•  Query processing 
-  shift workload from data centers that consume brown energy 

to those green energy 
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